Planning the perfect reception for your big day?
You’re getting married! Congratulations! Time for a party…
We understand that planning a wedding is not something you do every
day. Quite Brazen have had the privilage of performing at hundreds of
weddings over the last 10 years.
Having worked with many different clients, venues and suppliers we
have put together some handy tips for you which we have picked up
along the way.

First things first

When it comes to planning your perfect reception, the first thing to do is
throw away the rule book. What matters most is that you and your
partner are happy and that you create fantastic memories that will last a
lifetime. Receptions should be fun! It is a celebration after all.
A few thoughts to consider when choosing musical entertainment:

Ceremonies

Truly atmospheric, there is nothing quite like live ceremony music. You
can’t put a price on the feelings that this will evoke. Creating a fairytale,
filmworthy moment the minute you step out on the aisle.
Things to think about:
Your venue
As with all parts of your wedding day, you want them to blend
effortlessly in with your surroundings, be that a church, barn, country
house or even a field (with power of course! A decent generator will
ensure your musicians will be heard). Our acoustic duo suits all of these
types of venue and we play a heady mix of laid back tunes to enhance
your ceremony and drinks reception.
Song choices
Do bear in mind that as they are played acoustically with one guitar and
vocalist - for some songs, it wont be possible to re-create them exactly
to the record so ensure you are happy with them being played in a more
relaxed way – without guitar solos, backing singers and such. Our duo
repertoire (found in our brochure) will give you an idea of the type of
music we play.

Flexibility
Do you want your musicians to help string your day together by playing
during both the ceremony and drinks reception afterwards? Then let this
influence your choices, opting for musical set ups that are portable – the
guitar and vocalist duo can move easily from one space to another. You’ll
also want to brief us on where any equipment or sockets that might be
required can be found, so that we can swap position seamlessly without
disturbing you or your guests. If we are moving around, expect there to
be some elements of silence as we do so.

Where music is usually featured during your wedding ceremony:
• Awaiting the arrival of the bride (the Prelude) - 2 songs
• Arrival of the bride (the Processional) - 1 song
• Ceremony Music (if required)
• Signing of the register - 2 songs
• Departure of the bride and groom (the Recessional) - 1 song
• Guests departure - 1-2 songs

Before Dinner

Typically, after the ceremony, you newly weds will be off having your
photos taken around the venue or taking advantage of the golden hour
before sunset. During the time between vows and dinner there can be a
lull in proceedings. Your guests may be waiting around for a bit and
could get bored or hungry.
It is a good idea to consider canapés and drinks at this time as this can
help your guests mingle and get into a party mood as can having live
music playing. This creates a lovely ambiance. As well as ceremony music,
the Quite Brazen acoustic duo can provide background entertainment
for your guests to enjoy whilst having drinks before dinner.
As long as you follow the basics post ceremony which is simply this:
Keep your guests fed, watered and entertained.
You cannot go far wrong.

A twist on tradition

Parlour games, outdoor games and competitions. We once saw a welly
wanging contest, binocular football and a tug of war! Amazing fun.
How about:
A Photobooth
Glitter bar or facepainting
Bouncy castle
Magician
Caricaturist
Casino tables
Garden games – croquet, giant jenga, chess
Rodeo bull (we saw this at a wedding...what a laugh)
Fairground rides (yes really!)
Childrens creche
Quite Brazen can put you in touch with various suppliers who may be
able to help with these aspects.

Having your cake....and eating it

The cutting of the cake. Some clients cut the cake directly before the
first dance or choose to cut after speeches and have it served with
coffees after dinner.
Let your band know if this will happen before the first dance or between
sets. The singer can compère and introduce this for you if you wish.
Ensure your guests know what is happening. Your suppliers should all
work together behind the scenes to make your day fabulous.

Speech!!

Will speeches be a big part of your day? When will they be? at the end of
your meal or during the night itself?
Perhaps you would like the band or DJ to offer their assistance with
microphones and PA system in the evening. Check that your
entertainment supplier can accommodate this request. If you are having
the acoustic duo for your ceremony and/or drinks reception – a PA
system and mic can be set up for you to use through dinner.

Honeymooners

Will you be leaving early for Honeymoon at 10pm (traditional) or
partying to midnight? If you plan on leaving your reception early, you
may need the night to be structured differently – The band can
announce your departure with your guests doing a a confetti throw or a
salute with sparklers to send you on your way.
What plans will you put in place for your guests after your departure?
Boredom could set in if adequate arrangements aren't made, so consider
how to continue their evening. After all, they came to enjoy the day and
evening with you both. The band or disco can play on – maybe consider
having the band earlier so you can take full advantage of the music.

Say Cheese!!!

Are you having professional structured photography or does your
photographer work organically, interweaving themselves into the
natural flow of the day for a paparazzi style approach?
Structured photography can mean that you are away from your guests
and the main event for a while.
This is when to consider what your guests preferences are for music or
entertainment. Perhaps consider a disco session to start off with so that
you can take advantage of the live band upon your return to the
dancefloor.
Timing is a key part of planning your evening. A good wedding band or
DJ will be aware of these things and work with you to make your evening
seamless.

Breaks

Will you be having a break for food during the night?
Again, timings are a consideration – Quite Brazen offer a mid interval
disco which can be a thumping party or a laid back affair depending on
your requirements. If you are serving food in the interval, guests usually
wont want to dance, they may prefer to sit, eat and chat amongst
themselves or take advantage of other entertainment on offer. The
band/DJ will not be able to attract attention at this time so a planned
break is necessary for this to work well.

Music Matters

In terms of music, choosing a band that suits your style is important,
Quite Brazen tend to have something for everyone in their repertoire,
everything from Adele to Jess Glynn, Michael Jackson to Stevie Wonder
and The Kings of Leon to Guns n Roses.
As well as offering great live music, Quite Brazen also offer a fully
customisable Disco for the interval and after session.
With thousands of tracks at our fingertips we can create a playlist as
unique as you both. Quite Brazen also offer a DJ service.
Talk to your chosen band or DJ and discuss your requirements fully so
that they know how many guests they are catering for, what age ranges
will be there and if there is any type of music that would be unsuitable
for Great Granny, songs to avoid (funeral songs or that song an ex liked!)

Ipod V Disco DJ

A DJ can take requests and build a set list as they go. It doesnt have to
mean a cheesy disco – it can be anything you want it to be. Quite Brazen
have a member of the band acting as DJ through the evening to ensure a
good flow of music, keeping your guests entertained and changing the
tracks to move with the flow of the night.
Talking to friends and family before the event is a great way of getting
people involved, especially if you are inundated with offers of help. Get
friends to discuss and add ideas for tracks that have been important in
your lives, recalling good times, interesting moments at university or
memories of sun sea and sandy holidays past. Quite Brazen will
incorporate this into your evening disco sessions and reflect your
personalities and that of your friends and family through the power of
music.
If you are having other entertainment, announcements by the band can
be made for guests to take advantage of what is on offer.
Alternatively, you can opt to provide your own interval and after music
by using the same technique. Asking friends and family their preferences
and either doing the work yourselves or giving the job of creating the
play-list to a music loving best man/bridesmaid or friend. The choices are
endless.
Remember, your wedding day shouldn't be a challenge or full of too
many stressful things to do.
Why not let your wedding band provide the Disco and leave yourselves
free to enjoy the night instead.

May I have this dance?

The first dance. Some couples love this and create amazing dance
routines but similarly, many couples struggle with this aspect, some
couples choose not to do this at all.
It can be a very exposing moment if you are very shy it may be best to
not have the full dance alone – just a few moments for photos and then
allow the band or DJ to call everyone else to the floor to support you.
In all our years of providing wedding entertainment, we have had many
requests for various different songs from romantic overtures to full on
rock songs with air guitar and early 90s dance anthems.
In any case, a first dance song is significant as it marks the beginning of
your evening celebration. Its a moment to choose a song that sums up
your personalities, can reflect your feelings towards each other and
should be something that means a lot to you both.

Quite Brazen have various first dance songs in their repertoire – this is
just a small handful:
I won't give up - Jason Mraz,
All of me – John Legend
Kiss me - Sixpence none the richer
Your song - Elton John
Yellow – Coldplay
You got the love – Florence & the machine
Quite Brazen could learn a song especially for your first dance.
With any band, do consider the type of music they usually play and
discuss with them your chosen song, with notice most bands can learn a
song – however consideration needs to be made about whether it suits
the bands style or if they can create the sound you need – 5 part male
harmonies, scream metal or full orchestral numbers may not be possible,
so an MP3 may be a better option.
If Quite Brazen are unable to perform your song live as a band or
perhaps you simply prefer the original track – Quite Brazen will provide
the song you wish to have via MP3 so you can rest assured that on the
day, you are in safe and organised hands.
With all of the above to consider, what is most important is that the day
is what YOU want it to be.

Summer weddings

Good weather mean that your guests will be wanting to spend time
outdoors. Taking advantage of the beautiful balmy evening where it
stays light late into the evening. Always have a bad weather plan just in
case. In our experience, guests always want to hear music but on a hot
summers day – its unlikely anyone will be tearing up the dance floor
inside a venue till later on once the sun has gone down. Consider your
timings or if possible, have the band outside. We have done this for
warm summer weddings and its worked brilliantly. Patio heaters once
the sun goes down, keeps things toasty.

Winter weddings

Cool evenings, log fires, cosy surroundings and twinkling lights from
early on in the evening is really lovely. Your guests will be ready to party
earlier than in a summer wedding so the band could start earlier at
around 8pm for the first dance (instead of later on in the evening as with
a summer wedding). Indoors is preferable of course and Quite Brazen
will soon have your guests warming up by throwing shapes on the
dancefloor. In addition, other indoor activities could be fun photobooths are a good option too – especially for guests who might
wish to avoid the dancefloor.

Have a plan...

Are you utilising the services of a wedding planner/co-ordinator for your
reception. This is a service usually offered by bespoke wedding planners,
venues or country hotels. They can assist you in the planning and timings
of your perfect evening. Use their services and ask their advice, they
have a wealth of experience in planning the perfect day for many
couples.
If you have little time or are a naturally disorganised pair, a wedding
planner might be a godsend to tie up all those loose ends, find suppliers
and liaise with them for you.
A plan is always key to making sure your evening runs smoothly. From
the waiters knowing when to clear tables to having time for photo
opportunities or getting the cocktails served and the perfect time for
the band to set up and sound check. Especially if you are celebrating on
home ground without an experienced venue team on hand.

Timings

Timings are good for all suppliers to know so we can work together in
harmony to create the perfect ambiance for your evening.
It is also worth considering if your guests are to be present in the same
room as the band when they are setting up. Bands have to sound check
after setting up their full rig including lights. Usual times for this run to
90 minutes prior to the evening commencing.
The band has to run through various parts of songs and let the drummer
get a level checked on his bass drum. The band want to make sure they
sound good enough for you to hear well and dance to. They want to
make sure they are not too loud to drown out your Aunty and to make
sure your guests don't have to shout to be heard.
Following is a time line of a typical evening reception and how the
timings work in harmony with the needs of the client.

Typical evening reception:
*Sit down meal ends at 6-6.30pm,
*Band arrives to load in, set up from 6.30pm and once set up ready,
complete a sound check as venue clears away tables ready for the
evening. This is a good time for cocktails and photos and extra
entertainment if needed.
*7.30pm soft music played through PA as evening guests arrive,
*8pm first dance followed by first live set,
*9pm evening food and interval disco session,
*10pm - 11pm live music followed by a disco
*12am carriages
Do consider the following if you are in a venue where guests may be
present all day or during the evening set up arrangements - this might
be a village hall, a marquee or barn.
The set up of the band may include some noise, albeit of the musical
kind. The sound check – although as discreet as possible, will involve
playing through a song or two to ensure that our sound levels are
correct for the type of venue. Lots of glass, echoing halls and ceiling
height can all affect the sound.
If the soundcheck is a problem for you, check if your band or DJ can
arrive early to set up in the venue prior to your arrival for the sit down
meal (additional fees usually apply for this service if you feel it
absolutely necessary for the smooth running of your day).

In conclusion
with all these things to consider, don't feel overwhelmed.
These are just a few simple suggestions to get you thinking about the
perfect evening to end the perfect day. If you need additional advice or
assistance, Quite Brazen offer as much help as is required to all of their
clients, ensuring that you simply have a wonderful and stress free day
with your loved ones.
Wishing you huge congratulations and best wishes for your big day!
Quite Brazen

